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MITRA: Robust Architecture for Distributed Metadata
Indexing
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Rochester Institute of Technology, 2021
Supervisor: Dr. M. Mustafa Rafique
In the post-exascale era storage systems, a fundamental challenge faced
by the research community is the efficient and scalable access to the stored
information while meeting the high-performance requirements of big data ap-
plications. In this dissertation, we studied the limitations in the existing
state-of-the-art architectures and proposed a system to address the challenges
of scalability and high performance. Our proposed solution, called MITRA,
supports several scientific formats, i.e., Hierarchical Data Format (HDF), net-
work Common Data Form (netCDF), and Comma-Separated Values (CSV),
and is composed of several software components that work together to pro-
vide high I/O throughput to user applications. The key novelty of MITRA
lies in supporting a variety of file formats, generation and indexing of meta-
data for scientific datasets, and optimizing data lookup time while providing
v
scalability of storage subsystem with the increasing amount of data. MITRA
generates and manages indices using a relational database which can be effec-
tively accessed using conventional application programming interfaces (APIs).
We evaluated the performance of MITRA and compare it with the traditional
approaches for its ingestion speed, content processing, lookup time, and scala-
bility for the generated indices. Our evaluation reveals that the rich metadata
indices of MITRA improve system lookup by reducing the search space for the
metadata that is not present in indices. Moreover, MITRA outperforms the
existing approach in terms of scalability as indices grow in size by balancing
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With expanding volume of datasets and file archive storage, there has
been significant progress in the development of file systems based on index-
ing files and effectively improving the time to discover the relevant data files.
Realizing that current file systems can not cope with the diverse requirements
of wide-area collaborations, researchers have developed data catalogs to meet
their needs [43]. However, the key challenge is the explosion in the volume,
velocity, and variety of data for research communities composed of multiple
disciplines. This makes it challenging for anyone, especially in the highly
heterogeneous field of science, to find and discover information easily. Infor-
mation is discoverable only when key attributes about it are readily available.
In the case of scientific research, this means capturing meta information such
as experiment parameters, the intent of experiments, presence of or key charac-
teristics of the raw data, authors, related papers, etc. In such cases metadata
provides a means of indexing, accessing, preserving, and discovering digital
resources [5]. Metadata is an invisible infrastructure for information attached
to files [30]. Nonetheless, extracting and maintaining an index of highly het-
erogeneous metadata which varies from community to community even within
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the same discipline has turned out to be an arduous and intricate task if we
are talking about petabyte-scale systems.
At present, scientists tend to cram any and all metadata that they
deem important into the file name since the file systems are incapable of cap-
turing such rich metadata. An ideal distributed file system would provide all
its users with coherent shared access to the same set of files and high perfor-
mance to growing user community [41]. However, scientific dataset users do
not only read and write data, they also manipulate metadata to organize their
data in a typical tree hierarchy [16]. Because file system metadata operations
make up as much as half of the typical file system workloads [34], effective
metadata management is critical to overall system performance [42]. Dedi-
cated databases seem like a better solution instead of relying on the limited
capabilities of file systems alone.
The motivation of this thesis is to design and quantify a system that
streamlines the process the file ingestion to high volume archival storage and to
process as well as generate metadata from files to make a rich metadata index.
Accessing the files in archival storage using the metadata index generated can
improve the lookup time for such high volume storage systems significantly.
This system is designed to meet the increasing demand for collaboration among
the research communities and collaborations for multi-disciplinary research.
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1.2 Problem Description
In the scientific community, the archival storage [11] is composed of
petabytes of data. Files being on archival storage most of the time the only
way to access them is by Network File System(NFS) [29] where an NFS server
exports a file system hierarchy to the NFS client for mapping it to local names-
pace. The growing size of modern storage systems is expected to exceed billions
of objects, making metadata scalability critical to overall performance. Many
existing distributed file systems only focus on providing highly parallel fast ac-
cess to file data and lack a scalable metadata service [32]. Accessing the data
from those archival storage based on a certain attribute for related research
is an arduous job. To search for specific datasets based on values of certain
variables requires the system to go through the entire archival storage in order
to return the requested datasets. Consider an archival storage with a few mil-
lion files of atmospheric data and for a related research if a scientific data user
wants to access the files which contain temperature in a certain range or the
data for a certain range of coordinates for a certain time interval. The user will
have to scan all the files in the given archival storage and go through the entire
content to fetch the required files. This effort to crawl through high-volume
data is challenging.
To, further illustrate the problem scientific datasets many times are in
different file formats which are used by the scientific community to exchange
the data. The present-day high-volume file management systems provide lim-
ited support to efficiently store the files and later access them using the meta-
3
data for the scientific file formats. Also, all the systems we studied act on
already present metadata for a given set of files and not on processing them
to generate metadata for a richer index.
1.3 Research Objective and Contribution
In this thesis, we are focusing on increasing the accessibility of files in
archival storage using a metadata-rich index. One important point to note
is archival storage contain high volumes of data accessed when needed. So,
the file system generally used for archival storage is POSIX [21] file system.
The architecture proposed in this thesis is an additional tool that can be used
with a traditional POSIX file system and enable easy access for the containing
datasets. Below, we present the design objectives of this work.
1.3.1 Metadata Generation
Besides with indexing the available metadata attached with the file,
this architecture also allows us to generate metadata based on selective pro-
cessing of the data. Apart from previously attached data searching for a set of
files can be further improved by added more features about the given dataset.
This system is designed by focusing on scientific file formats. Scientific file
formats are different structures of datasets structured as either multidimen-
sional rows and columns or hierarchical data but the data would be numerical.
So while ingestion of a certain structure of dataset with specific parameters
for certain discipline we can also add them as metadata. For instance, if a
4
scientific dataset user from the climatic research division wants all files con-
taining temperatures in certain temperature ranges or files for certain ranges
of geographic coordinates. If we have indexed files while ingestion It would
make it much more efficient to access the respective files.
1.3.2 Scalable Architecture
For processing high volumes of storage, this architecture is designed to
be scalable or a given cluster of nodes. It is configurable over a heterogeneous
cluster as well allowing it to distribute the load based on the capacity of each
node. Scalability enables the handling of high-volume data.
1.3.3 Custom File Format Interface
For adding a custom scientific file format an interface is defined in the
proposed system. So, just by implementing the interface one can easily and fill
in the basic functions to open and read a file. This makes it easier for scientific
data users and scientists to easily add a custom file format metadata reader
and extractor to an existing solution.
1.3.4 Flexible database schema management
The proposed system identifies the file extensions in the given file sys-
tem and uses a specialized extractor for the specific file extension and updates
the metadata tags dynamically. While processing files of the same extension,
if it discovers new attributes for that file extension, then it alters the database
5
table for that extension and adds new fields automatically in the database
table. Furthermore, it generates tables for the supported extensions if they do
not already exist in the database. Allowing it to update the database while
processing the files and managing concurrent database updates. the proposed
system also identifies and eliminates redundant files from the same directory
location and does not index the same file over and over again.
1.3.5 Multilevel Key-Value Pair Metadata
The proposed system also stores and indexes a file if the previously at-
tached metadata contains multilayered key-value pair attributes. Client nodes
map them to tables in Relational Database Management by using the parent’s
names as pointing references and a level identifier for every level of keys fol-
lowed by the actual metadata key with the row containing file reference and
given cell containing the metadata value for the metadata key.
1.3.6 Batch Processing
To maintain the optimal performance of the client node and override
the possibility of network buffer overflow while processing a high volume of
datasets the proposed system uses batch processing. In batch processing, each
client node has a defined batch size based on the hardware configuration of
the node. So, when the number of files assigned to a client node is higher than
the batch size then the files sent to the client will be in the given batch size
specified by each client node.
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1.4 Some Important Terms
During the manuscript we are going to use terms stated below while
talking about the working and design of the system. These descriptions below
provide the context in which those terms will be used.
1.4.1 Generated Schema
A generated schema is a set of key-value pairs that contain the unique
structure of each type of file. For simplicity, it can be understood as if in
a CSV file format a file is added every day containing atmospheric pressure
of an area and another file added every day which contains the atmospheric
temperature information. For both these files, the file format is the same but
the columns (i.e. structure) of the files are completely different. Also, The
columns of each of the types of this file would be the same with just different
values of rows. So, based on the structure of the file we can generate a schema
of the structure, and all the files matching the schema can be labeled and
clustered with the respective schema id. In the above example, we had CSV
files so only columns were used as structures. But, For files like netCDF, we
have a combination of dimensions and variables in those dimensions, For HDF
files we have hierarchical order and attributes of each key in hierarchical order
and for a custom file format it can be defined as well.
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1.4.2 Derived Schema
A derived schema contains information about the new metadata that
has to be generated and added to the metadata index. A derived schema should
be specified in form of a JSON file specifying the operation to be performed
and file name to get the generated gen schema id of that file and apply to all
the files of that signature and update them in the database.
1.5 Layout of thesis
The remainder of the manuscript is organized into 5 chapters. In Chap-
ter 2, we discuss about the contemporary systems and proposed frameworks
in the direction of organizing files using metadata. Chapter 3 describes the
architecture of the system to be mounted on a POSIX file system and database
design. Chapter 4 presents the detailed description of every step of the control
flow in the system to the smallest detail possible. This section provides a core
understanding of our proposed system and it’s working. chapter 5 shows the
settings of conducted experiments and the outcome of the experiments, ana-
lyzes and discusses the results and learning from each experiment. Chapter 6
contains a detailed description of optimizations done through the journey of
developing the architecture and the impacts of those optimizations. Chapter





In order to improve the lookup time for high volume storage systems,
there has been extensive research going on in the scientific community. Multi-
ple approaches have been proposed to simplify the indexing and processing of
scientific data format files to manage large archival storage. However, these ap-
proaches have their limitations in addressing discovery and retrieval for scien-
tific files. No concrete system has been found to address all three aspects of the
problem: flexibility of file-format processing and schema-based pre-processing,
and a well-balanced distributed frame for scalable high-performance comput-
ing. In the sections below we have discussed similar approaches and their
limitations.
2.1 Hadoop File System
Hadoop File system (HDFS) [36] is widely used for handling high vol-
umes of data. It helps in the distributed storage and processing of files effec-
tively. However, Hadoop can process only certain scientific data file format
which are follow key-value store such as SequenceFile [26], NLine [13], Key-
Value, FixedLength, etc. [7]. Due to which it only allows file types like HDF5
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or CSV [27] to be processed and accessed. For, given file types it supports
Map-Reduce[15] jobs to parse and process data.
Due to the limitation of processing only key-value paired data, it leaves
out the processing for file formats such as netCDF [7] over a distributed frame.
To solve the problem of processing netCDF files over Hadoop file system solu-
tions have been implemented of a netCDF file to CSV files and then ingest in
Hadoop file system for processing [7] or other solution to use netCDF files in
Hadoop file system is to use SciHadoop [10, 12]. With workarounds possible
to use multidimensional array file formats in Hadoop. Hadoop still lacks to
address explicit processing of data to generate more metadata from files and
index it along with default indexing of metadata in name node.
2.2 MetaStore
MetaStore [31] is a NoSQL-based framework to manage scientific datasets
using the attached metadata of the files. This is a flexible framework designed
to enable indexing, storage, and retrieval of scientific files. This framework uses
a NoSQL [38] database considering every file to have a unique set of headers
for metadata and might require unique keys for each file record. Every unique
set of metadata headers is addressed as a new schema for this architecture.
It uses the Server-Client model over a distributed network to process the set
of given files where the server is used as a load balancer to manage the dis-
tribution among the clients. Being a NoSQL based architecture it supports
key-value paired hierarchical file formats such as .hdf5, .kdf [3], and .tiff [2].
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In order to work with files of multiple schemas, it requires a pre-registered
schema definition in form of JSON/XML the files matching the schemas from
the schema registry are processed and stored in the database. It also supports
multiple databases such as ArrangoDB [1] for storing both key-value pairs and
graphs or it can be used with a combination of MongoDB[28] and Neo4j [22]
for storing metadata. Later allowing a full-text search retrieval REST-API for
better accessibility.
However, the shortcomings of this system are It requires manual sub-
mission of each schema file and attribute to be processed, it lacks the support
of multi-dimensional arrays file formats such as netCDF or tabular files like
CSV. It also lacks the ability to generate more metadata by processing the
interesting attributes from the contents of files and store it as a part of meta-
data.
2.3 MetaCat
MetaCat[6] is a similar approach for metadata-based management of
files using RDBMS as database storage. It also proposes a system based on the
schema of the files to be processed. Metacat is a proposed system to manage
files with multiple storage structures on a heterogeneous scalable database
cluster. It first creates an XML file of metadata of the ingested file and inserts
it in the database. It also suggests a custom query language to retrieve the files
using stored metadata and allowing to query over hierarchically stored XML
data in RDBMS. It provides user-based access control and authentication and
11
reliable replicated storage to avoid data loss.
This model does not support libraries for reading previously attached
metadata or perform content processing for metadata generation. It extracts
metadata and generates layers in a hierarchical model based on the access and
storage information of files using trivial information such as file path, file name,
and time information of file properties. Due to these features, it becomes useful
for all types of data files in the file system. However, the trade-off is limited
exploration of every file type makes it easier to access later.
2.4 SoMeta
SoMeta [39] is a scalable Object-centric metadata management solu-
tion. This approach is based on storing and retrieving metadata information
of files on an Object-oriented database. It proposes a scalable architecture
that can effectively handle rapidly increasing files and metadata using a high-
performance cluster of computing nodes. SoMeta proposes a decentralized
tagging approach for storing metadata. This solution is based on utilization
of OpenStack Swift database storage[4] and DAOS[25] as processing platform
for the establishing object-centric metadata library. To improve the perfor-
mance SoMeta uses flat namespaces for effective management of Distributed
Hash Tables (DHT)[14] and bloom filters[40] for maintaining unique Metadata
objects across all the servers. Object-centric storage also allows the solution
to be flexible as attributes in form of key-value pairs can be inserted, updated,
and deleted as required and retrieve efficiently with bloom filters over DHT.
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As per the proposed system of SoMeta, it is focused on effective meta-
data storage and retrieval of metadata on object-centric storage compared to
existing RDBMS and NoSQL databases. The shortcomings of this approach
is it designed for object-based storage systems like RADOS, Amazon S3, and
Openstack swift. MITRA is to support archival storage which is mostly based
on traditional POSIX file systems. Also, as it involves only the storage and
management of metadata. There is no Address of support of various file for-
mats for metadata extraction. It also lacks the component of processing the
ingested file contents for generating more metadata and improving the acces-
sibility of the file with a richer metadata index.
2.5 TagIt
TagIt [37] is a user-defined metadata-based tagging approach for a dis-
tributed file system. TagIt is one of only a few solutions that we encountered
which was designed on the notion of processing the contents of the data files
and generate more metadata and add it as a tag along with metadata to
improve the accessibility of the file later on when required from an exascale
storage archive based on certain features of the file. This system is imple-
mented on GlusterFS[8] as a shared-nothing distributed file system as well as
CephFS[42] for an object-based storage file system. It allows simultaneous
access to the database as the database is horizontally shared among all the
worker nodes by using sharding. It also focuses on fault tolerance and dura-
bility by checkpointing the shared database to persistent storage to recover
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quickly in situations of database failure. It achieves improved performance for
search queries over distributed architecture by indexing the tags in a shared
database.
This approach is primarily focused on generating tags and systems to
manage the tags over Relational database (RDBMS) and Object Storage Dae-
mon (OSD). In the proposed system the analysis of the system is provided
for a directory containing netCDF files. However, the description of compo-
nents that can be used for the generation of metadata supporting versatile tag
generation from data files of file formats is yet to be addressed.
2.6 Empress
Empress [24] was initially designed as a robust system to support sci-
entific file formats and index files using metadata over a distributed cluster.
Later on, in the releases after that, it evolved to support extraction of user-
defined metadata based on the contents of the file to improve accessibility.
Empress is designed for users to perform multivariate analysis, atomic opera-
tions, fault tolerance, and scalability. Empress is based on In-memory RDBMS
as database storage and has shown promising results compared to the Hadoop
file system and SciDB[9]. It reads data directly from simulation and processes
it for basic metadata and custom metadata specified by the user.
Empress is a similar approach to MITRA in terms of a scalable and
distributed framework for the generation of metadata and index it. The lim-
itation of this approach is it ingests the data directly from simulations and
14
processes it for generation and indexing of metadata and then forward data to
be stored in the file format it was supposed to go. This approach can generate
a rich metadata index but it is applicable only for the data generated after
implementing this system for future experiments. MITRA allows the gener-
ation of a rich metadata index from data stored in archival storage. Apart





In this chapter, we’ll be discussing about the component design for
MITRA from a system-level perspective, database perspective, and design of
a tree-based load balancer implemented for MITRA.
3.1 High-level System Architecture
MITRA is a distributed framework designed to run in a physical, vir-
tualized, or containerized environment that can span multiple nodes. The
formation of MITRA consists of a distribution server, a database server, an
API server, and multiple client nodes. Here, we have 3 separate servers for
Database, distribution, and API requests. However, it is not necessary for
all the servers to be on the same physical node. The target file system or
directory that is required to be indexed is mounted on each client and the
distribution server functioning as a master node. The distribution server will
then analyze the target file system and distribute its contents in chunks based
on the available client nodes.
Each client node processes the chunks assigned by the master node.
Initially, a client processes the previously attached metadata to the files. Then,
16
Figure 3.1: High-level system architecture
a client node will further process the contents of the assigned files. Processing
the contents to generate metadata can be performed at a later point in time as
well. Generating metadata adds metadata based on the content which can be
specific to the schema of the given file, e.g., a date range, a temperature range,
and data related to some geographical area. By indexing the metadata in SQL
server it enables easier and efficient file lookup based on a specific attribute.
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3.2 Database Design
MITRA uses a RDBMS database PostgreSQL for storing the metadata
and index it. This database was specifically chosen as it allows storing fields
in JSON format as key-value pairs. Also, its transaction management and
concurrency management works well with multiple simultaneous connections.
The database consists of a basic map index table that is the common table
with a shared attribute to directly access metadata and access information.
Apart from the common file info table, there is a set of three other tables for
each file format type which we want to process using the architecture. This
set of three tables can be described as:
1. Metadata Table (meta {file format} info)
This table contains all the metadata attributes of files of the specific
file format. Every column in the row will be a metadata attribute. A
column will be added for every new metadata attribute discovered for
the file format meta {file format} info table is associated to. Every
row contains values associated with metadata attribute associated with
the file. Each row has a unique identification field file id which will be
directly mapped to the file info table.
2. Generated schema Table (gen {file format} schema)
This table contains the generated schemas for that file format. Along
with gen schema id for each schema and the columns for the structure
of that file format. Also, there is a column with an array of values to
18
Figure 3.2: Database design for MITRA
be derived schema id’s (i.e. der schema id) that are mapped to that
generated schema.
3. Extraction schema Table (der {file format} schema)
This table contains information about the fields to be processed and
added to the metadata table. The id of the generated schema mapped
from filename and also the new name of the field to be named after
performing a certain operation during ingestion of file.
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3.3 Heuristic Tree Distribution
Heuristic tree distribution is used for the balanced distribution of given
files across the distributed network. MITRA does load balancing using its own
data structure. Here, the master node analyzes the file system and assigns a
heuristic weight to each file and directory by generating a tree data structure.
The heuristic weights can be calculated based on various factors, such as file
size, extensions, and the number of files under a specific directory. The re-
sulting tree is further divided into sub-trees for distribution to the available
computation nodes. Each sub-tree contains the file paths of the mounted di-
rectory. Based on the number of client nodes connecting to the server the
distribution server node will allocate a sub-tree to each client node such that
all clients get sub-trees of either the same or similar heuristic value. After
sub-trees are allocated, they are sent in small batches to the client nodes for
processing based on the processing power of each client, which is specified in
the configuration file.
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Figure 3.3: Heuristic tree structure for example files
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Chapter 4
A Method for Metadata Generation and
Indexing
In this chapter, we’ll be discussing the flow of control through MITRA
and understand the processes happening while discovering the files on storage,
accessing the headers, generating an index in the database, and processing the
contents of files for metadata generation.
4.1 Metadata Harvesting Process
System Flow can be understood starting from fetching a file from a
POSIX archival storage to a two-phase ingestion and database management.
The ingestion of files in the proposed system and the processing of the file is
the core using all the components we discussed in the above sections. Once
the system starts processing the files. Files are processed in two phases. In
the first phase, the system creates the basic layout and stores the previously
attached metadata and marking files by generated schema labels and segre-
gating them based on the features given. In the second phase, the system
processes the dereived schemas provided related to the files to be processed
and respective operations. In this phase system then processes the contents of
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the selected files and generates metadata and adds the generated metadata to
the previously created metadata tables.
To design a balanced, scalable and distributed framework using client-
server model we distributed the server and distributed client cluster to get
optimal and balanced performance with high volumes of data. Here we discuss
the overall flow of system and functioning.
In the beginning of the system, the server prepares a heuristic file tree
for the given storage for load balancing when clients are connected. the process
of creating a tree is quick and efficient and is discussed in the evaluation section.
After preparing the tree. It waits for clients to connect once the clients are
connected. It prepares the chunks of files to be processed by each client and
communicates the file distribution in batches to the client nodes. Once the
client receives the list of files. It starts a multiprocess activity to prepare
metadata, insert it into the database, and map schema. After all client nodes
complete phase 1 processing. The server scans the derived schemas present
in the storage. It then inserts the schemas into the database and passes on
the list worker nodes to map the derived schemas with the root schemas.
Mapping is a computation demanding process so it is distributed over client
node cluster. Once Mapping is complete server node access the list from the
database and distributes the list evenly among the client nodes for balanced
networks and computational load for metadata generation. Phase 1 and Phase
2 are described in detail in the below sections.
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Figure 4.1: System flow design
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4.2 Phase 1
In this phase the file processing will start by the server analyzing the
file system assigned to it and prepare the subtrees containing file and folder
paths to be processed for each client. These subtrees will then be sent over
to clients respectively in small sets at the rate that the client processes the
assigned files. From the client’s end, As soon as it starts receiving the chunks
of subtree assigned to it. the client starts by accessing the file format of the
assigned file and select the appropriate extractor. Then the file is accessed by
the extractor of the format and reads previously attached metadata leaving the
contents of the file untouched. As it completes reading the previously attached
metadata for a given chunk it sends the object to the database manager. The
database manager then reads the metadata received and verifies if it already
exists in the database. If it is new data the database moves forward with
the database insertion phase and generates the dynamic queries to insert the
metadata in tables. Our Database management is flexible being RDBMS. So
if a new attribute is discovered for a file format a new column will be added
and then the insertion operation would be processed.
After successfully inserting the collected metadata of chunk into the
database. The client then requests the next chunk from the server for com-
pleting the ingestion of all the files in the subtree assigned to it.
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Figure 4.2: Phase 1 processing
4.3 Phase 2
After the previously attached metadata is read. This step focuses on
the generation of new data for the schema of files that was requested while
ingestion. After all the clients complete phase-1. It looks for JSON files
specifying the interesting data specified to be attached as metadata. Once it
discovers the JSON files for the schema to be worked on an operation to be
performed on.
The server distributes the JSON files across the clients. The JSON
file will contain either the generated schema id if the two phases are done
in parts or a filename of the generated schema id type. If the JSON file
contains the filename then the client will find the generated schema id from
the file info table created in the first phase and Insert the values of JSON
file in the der file format schema table as well as update the der schema id
in gen file format schema table. This will complete the mapping of all the
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Figure 4.3: Phase 2 processing
user-defined schema for custom metadata extraction to be mapped to all the
necessary file indexes.
After the mapping is complete. All clients will again report to the
server and wait for further commands. The server will then form a list of
files to be processed and the number of operations to be performed on each
file to generate the new metadata fields. This list of files is then shared over
to clients in the form of the file id and derivation schema information to the
clients. At this stage clients access the files based on the file paths indexed
and database and fetch the contents of the file to memory using the extractor
defined previously for that file format. Once it loads the part of the file it
wants in the memory. It performs the requested operation to generate new
metadata. Once the metadata is generated the client will then access the
metadata table for the file format of the file and add a new column for the
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specified metadata and add it to the index.
As all the clients complete updating the metadata for the files and
operations assigned to them the file ingestion based on metadata indexing
is completed. So, the next time when the list of files are queried the newly
generated metadata can be helpful for doing an efficient search of files based
on the summary of the contents of the file.
4.4 API access
To store the data in a form so that any scientific data user interested
in retrieving the data, later on, can easily do it. For storage, we used a
Relational Database Management System (RDMS) PostgreSQL. Whereas for
the retrieval system, we used a Flask-based REST API[19] server for querying
the database as described in the system overview. Using the APIs user can
request files of certain geographic locations, or files containing a value of a
variable in a certain range as well as can send a request to download the files
matching the criteria to the devices sending the request. In this thesis, we have
focused more on efficient ingestion and indexing of the given data to ease the
access for retrieving it later. API server we used here is a single process-based
server used for simple range queries and get files. It can be improved later on
the create a multi-processed scalable API server as well to access data from the
database more efficiently and can also be integrated with cache-based storage




Multiple experiments were performed to understand MITRA’s perfor-
mance from different perspectives. To evaluate the performance of MITRA, we
tested the system against varying numbers of files and the number of distinct
schemas to measure impact on the database, time taken to develop a heuristic
file tree over an NFS file system, and to observe the behavior of scaling when
different loads ingested.
To benchmark the overall performance we tested it against a very
straightforward and naive approach and limiting MITRA to a single file for-
mat. The naive approach is a simple approach designed to act in a similar way
but in a very simplistic and straightforward aspect with minimal overheads.
Naive approach processes files in phase 1 and phase 2 as well following the
same steps to fetch files in phase 1, read the header, and update the database.
Similarly, In phase 2, the system fetches files, processes them, and updates
the table. While designing naive approach the differences we considered were
naive approach was a stand-alone script not following the client-server model
to process the given storage. Also, the database was simple where there was
only one table to manage metadata of given files. As the idea of the naive
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approach was to keep the complexity of the approach to a minimum to get the
best performance the functions to access metadata and contents of a file were
limited to one file format. Considering the naive approach for different file
formats we would need different libraries to access data for each file format.
For this evaluation, we have used NetCDF4 (.nc, .nc4) as the only file
format of files to be processed. To understand the performance of MITRA
against a naive approach we tried to profile the overall time taken by both
approaches in the multiple steps that are performed while ingestion. The
detailed analysis can be understood in the below sections.
5.1 Experimentation Configuration
For experimentation, we utilized a cluster of 7 computational nodes
each node containing 12 virtual cores of Intel Xeon 3204 processors, 32GB of
main memory, and 1TB of storage. Out of the 7 nodes we used one node
as a distribution server and 3 nodes to be client nodes hosting the clients.
The remaining 3 nodes were used as NFS storage mounted on the distribution
server as well as client nodes. On client nodes to experiment with a different
number of clients, we launched a docker for each client node in the experiment
restricted to use a certain amount of CPU and main memory. For Relational
Database we used PostgreSQL database set up on of the server nodes.
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5.2 Scalability Analysis
In order to observe the performance of the system over distributed net-
work cluster as well as increased loads for a static configuration, we performed
scalability tests in two parts. For the first part, we used the fixed load of files
and operations and conducted multiple iterations of experiments by increas-
ing the number of clients in each iteration and observed the time taken by the
system. We did this set of experimentations for both Naive and MITRA. For
the second part of the experiment, we performed the experiment by increasing
the file loads to be processed and plotted it across the increasing number of
clients to observe the effect of scaling file load on MITRA.
5.2.1 Scalability Against Naive Approach
To see the efficiency of resources used by both approaches we scaled
the computation resources over the specified cluster. for this experiment, we
compared the time taken with the Naive approach as well. As the Naive ap-
proach is not scalable we manually divided the files into a number of divisions
as the number of client nodes. By this, we ensured that the files processed
by each client in MITRA, as well as the naive approach, remain alike for a
fair comparison. In the earlier part of development when we measured the
performance of MITRA over the naive approach on a single node there was
a significant difference in the time taken for a single node. As MITRA cre-
ates a lot of overhead when it comes to database management maintaining
tables and communication between server and client for managing concurrent
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access to database and file servers for parallel execution. On the other side,
the naive approach performs with a minimal set of operations and complex-
ity. But as we scale the number of nodes assigned we can see in figure 5.1
that the extra efforts put in by MITRA are actually assisting in managing the
network traffic load, concurrent database management, and even utilization of
given resources. Which results in a great improvement in performance until
the physical limits of resources and reached. Once the Minimum time taken
for a client node to respond after processing the files assigned depending on
network bandwidth available or computation time and resources to process the
files after fetching and inserting them into the database is reached performance
becomes constant. If a performance bottleneck is reached in scaling it can be
solved by improving the network bandwidth shared or computation response
time of client nodes or changing database concurrent access policies. With
the present experiment configuration as shown in graph 5.1, we observed at
12 clients the improvement in performance became minimal and we reached
the constant performance at 18 client nodes for MITRA. After 18 nodes as
we increased the nodes no change was observed in terms of performance as we
reached the network traffic limit. We can observe that in the next experiment
on section 5.2.2 where we increase the number of files and time taken to pro-
cess increases on the y-axis but the trend with respect to the x-axis remains
constant.
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Figure 5.1: Scalability performance of MITRA against Naive approach
5.2.2 Scalability Analysis for Increasing File Quantity
To understand the behavior of utilization of physical resources from
the previous experiment. We conducted the experiment with increasing file
quantities. When tested against 3 different collections of files with a different
number of files in each collection. The performance curve in figures 5.2 (a),
(b), and (c) remained similar showing an increase in time taken with increasing
in file load but the improvement in performance was the same as the previous
experiment. Where a significant dip was observed as clients increased to 3 and
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became almost constant at 12 clients. From this, we can understand that the
bottleneck observed here is network file transfer bandwidth. If computation
overhead was present then with an increase in the number of files the constant
performance would shift towards the right for each graph where the almost
constant performance would be reached with higher computation nodes. So,
we can say that the bottleneck here is network file transfer bandwidth. This
means the scaling was aligned as the performance observed was executing a
similar behavior just scaled to higher numbers based on the increase in the
volume of datasets to be processed. If there had been a problem with memory
mismanagement or concurrent fetching and processing of files the performance
graphs would have been steeper with increasing file loads. So, We can say that
increased file loads would cause an increase in time taken for execution but
the best performance in resource utilization is reached for the same number of
client nodes per server in a given configuration although file quantity increases
significantly.
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(a) For 20K Files
(b) For 100K files
(c) For 200K Files
Figure 5.2: Scalability performance across various loads
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5.3 Schema Variation Analysis
To analyze the performance overhead caused by different types of schemas
of files for the same number of total files we tested our system with five different
sets of data with different numbers of distinct schemas. For this experiment
we have results from MITRA only as the naive approach can not differentiate
and label files based on the schema of the file. As we discussed in the above
sections that every time a new metadata header is found the meta table of
that specific file format needs to be altered for all the present rows in order to
accommodate the new value in the given table structure. So, In this experi-
ment, we analyzed the performance impact of altering the tables in databases
by increasing the number of distinct schemas up to 100 times and observe an
increase in the database operations to be performed.
For Phase 1, As observed in figure 5.3 the difference in performance
was expected to be scaled up as if the increase in alter table query is increased
up to 100 times the time taken to perform those operations and process the
given data should be much higher but as it can be seen in given graph that
even if the increase in the number of schemas is 100 times higher the time
taken to accommodate those schemas for phase 1 shows less then 2 times the
increase in time taken. By this, we can say that the cost of altering meta-
data table and mapping schemas for different types of schemas increases quite
slowly compared to the increase in the number of distinct schemas. It can be
said that for different types of schemas for a given set of dataset it doesn’t
impact substantially on performance for ingestion of the datasets.
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Figure 5.3: Phase 1 performance against various schema types
For phase 2, As observed in figure 5.4 the task in focus is to fetch the
contents of relevant files and perform the given operation (calculating mean) in
order to generate metadata and store it into database index to access datasets
through it at a later point in time. The most substantial task in this phase
is performing the update query for every relevant file processed and attaching
generated metadata in the index. In this phase results, we observe that even
if the distinct number of schemas are scaled up to 100 times to fetch, process,
and update the impact on the performance of the System is approximately
2 times. By this, we can say that the cost of fetching content, processing,
and managing database for different types of schemas increases quite slowly
compared to the increase in the number of distinct schemas. Also, for phase
two it can be said that the impact of types of schemas is considerably less on
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Figure 5.4: Phase 2 performance against various schema types
overall performance.
5.4 File Quantity Load Analysis
To observe the performance pattern of the system under different file
quantities we used different collections of files. Where each collection of files
had a different number of datasets with the constant number of schemas as
other collections and plotted it on graphs 5.5 and 5.6. The primary reason
for this experiment was to see if the system is causing any extra overheads
with increasing file quantities. The impact of increasing file quantities could
increase context switching and overloading the main memory utilization or
buffer overflow between worker and Database server. If there would have been
any of the given conditions the trend of performance against the time taken
measure would curve up towards we tested it from 20K files to 500K files but
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Figure 5.5: Phase 1 performance against various file quantities
if we observe this performance in the graph it seems like it is more close to
the linear performance. From this, we can tell that the system performance
against various file loads scales linearly without causing any extra overheads
due to an increase in the number of files.
For phase 2, The main-memory overload and traffic overflow were pri-
mary overheads were kept in mind with an objective to see if increasing file
loads causes any of the overheads and increases the time taken for increased
files significantly. As in this worker nodes loads the content from the files in
memory and then perform the operation on a data present in memory. So, we
used files up to a file size of 1 Gigabyte but as we observed the time taken was
scaling linearly without causing any extra overhead and creating a significant
change in the trend.
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Figure 5.6: Phase 2 performance against various file quantities
5.5 Phase 1 Performance Analysis
As discussed in earlier chapters, Phase 1 is where pre-existing metadata
attached to the files is being fetched processed and is inserted into the database.
To analyze the performance of the proposed solution MITRA. We wrote a
Naive approach to do the same steps keeping the file access and database
management to the simplest and fastest form possible. Also, for this approach,
we had to limit the code to a single file format to keep the performance of the
naive approach optimum.
Initially, we observed the performance on a single node and observed
the difference in performance. And we observed the overall time for MITRA
was relatively high compared to the naive approach. Although in the MITRA
approach the work was done by the client node itself similar to the naive
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Task Time for Naive Time for MITRA
Import Libraries 0.29 s 0.27 s
Fetch header 337.23 s 166.81 s
Process Header 27.72 s
Insert to database 311.59 s 723.01 s
Map Schema - 1075.44 s
Total Time 680.88 s 1075.72 s
Table 5.1: Phase 1 performance for 1 worker node
Figure 5.7: Phase 1 performance for 1 worker node
approach.
But, MITRA had many overheads to maintain multiple tables in the
database, Maintain server-client communication for file access for scalability,
Extension processing as MITRA supports multiple formats in a collection of
datasets. Because of these overheads when we further observe the time spent
on a deeper level it is observed that Naive is more efficient. Also, MITRA is
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Task Time for Naive Time for MITRA
Import Libraries 0.21 s 0.17 s
Fetch header 151.73 s 74.31 s
Process Header 1.95 s
Insert to database 22.4 s 75.66 s
Map Schema - 88.44 s
Total Time 176.12 s 88.53 s
Table 5.2: Phase 1 performance for 18 worker nodes
Figure 5.8: Phase 1 performance for 18 worker nodes
running more than one process at the same time for multiple tasks so the time
taken by the longest process in parallel execution is taken to be the actual
time for the performance.
After Analyzing performance for a single worker node. To understand
the performance of MITRA on a scaled cluster environment. For this, we ana-
lyzed performance for 18 worker nodes. for MITRA approach it was possible to
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distribute files easily using server allocation based on a heuristic tree. For the
naive approach we manually Distributed files in the same 18 divisions and all
18 nodes were assigned unique files. When compared for 18 worker nodes and
profiled to see which phase is creating overhead. The difference in total time
taken for MITRA and naive approach is fetching the header time. The parallel
multi-processing approach is optimizing time for header fetch, Database Man-
agement, and Mapping schema time as well. It can be said that the 18 worker
node environment MITRA performs better compared to the naive approach
based on Database management and Network file transfer time.
5.6 Phase 2 Performance Analysis
For Phase 2 performance analysis, We observed the performance of
MITRA against the naive approach. For Phase 2 we initially observed the total
time taken for both the naive and MITRA approach. Both the approaches are
serial for phase 2 in which we can observe the time taken for each and every
step for phase 2. As discussed earlier this phase is designed to extract metadata
based on the content of the dataset and schema provided by scientific dataset
users. This phase is heavily dependent on network content transfer as it fetches
the contents of the files to process and extract metadata.
While analyzing the time taken for a single worker node. It can be
clearly observed the time taken for file transfer in MITRA approach is more
optimized compared to the naive approach. This improvement is observed
because of the selective fetching of contents based on the schema mapping
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Task Time for Naive Time for MITRA
Fetch Contents 410.76 s 171.87 s
Perform operations 12.27 s 15.03 s
Database Operations 192.09 s 322.02 s
Total Time 649.31 s 584.69 s
Table 5.3: Phase 2 performance for 1 worker node
Figure 5.9: Phase 2 performance for 1 worker node
done additionally in the previous phase. Also, we can see a relative increase
in database operation time as table updation in MITRA is a little complex
compared to the naive approach.
After analyzing the performance for a single worker node. We scaled the
experiment for 18 nodes in order to observe if there were any overheads caused
in memory and network transfer with increased concurrency over file load and
database management compared to the naive approach. for distribution in
18 node environment for Naive approach, we divided the datasets in 18 parts
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Task Time for Naive Time for MITRA
Fetch Contents 293.65 s 220.73 s
Perform operations 1.97 s 0.36 s
Database Operations 24.22 s 7.74 s
Total Time 320.38 s 228.83 s
Table 5.4: Phase 2 performance for 18 worker nodes
as we did during phase 1 for a similar simulation of the experiment. In this
experiment, we observed that the time taken for file transfer in MITRA is
optimized compared to the naive approach. In MITRA for phase 2 when the
schemas for metadata extraction are being processed we have already processed
the initial schemas and labeled the files accordingly. This helps in accessing
just the required files for phase 2 and not search every file for files containing
the required set of values. For this experiment, we used the variable present
in the 3/4th number of files. Table 5.8 we can observe that the time taken to
fetch and process the selected files is less compared to fetching and processing
all the files.
Also, we can observe that Database operation time is also optimized
although we are processing 3/4th part of the given files the database operation
is relatively much more optimized compared to the time taken for the naive
approach for inserting the same data in the database.
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Figure 5.10: Phase 2 performance for 18 worker nodes
5.7 Overall Performance Analysis
After Observing the performance of MITRA and Naive approaches and
measuring time taken for each task in the analysis of phase 1 and phase 2.
When overall time is compared for both approaches for all the tasks of Phase
1 and Phase 2 we can observe that the overall time taken for a single node en-
vironment by MITRA is much more than the naive approach. As we discussed
in the above observations, for phase 1 time taken in a single node environment
is much more because of the overheads in phase 1. Although for phase 2 time
taken is optimized in a single node environment.
As we discussed above for 18 node environment time taken for phase
1 and phase 2 for MITRA is much more optimized compared to the naive
approach. Based on the observations and time division for the 18 node ex-
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Task Time for Naive Time for MITRA
Import Libraries 0.29 s 0.27 s
Fetch header 337.23 s 166.81 s
Process Header 27.72 s
Insert to database 311.59 s 723.01 s
Map Schema - 1075.44 s
Fetch Contents 410.76 s 171.87 s
Perform operations 12.27 s 15.03 s
Database Operations 192.09 s 322.02 s
Total Time 1291.95 s 1584.64 s
Table 5.5: Overall performance for 1 worker node
Task Time for Naive Time for MITRA
Import Libraries 0.21 s 0.17 s
Fetch header 151.73 s 74.31 s
Process Header 1.95 s
Insert to database 22.4 s 75.66 s
Map Schema - 88.44 s
Fetch Contents 293.65 s 220.73 s
Perform operations 1.97 s 0.36 s
Database Operations 24.22 s 7.74 s
Total Time 496.50 s 317.36 s
Table 5.6: Overall performance for 18 worker nodes
periment it can be said that MITRA’s file access management and database
operation management is better for the scaled environment but for a single
node environment, the overheads are quite high. This tells us that MITRA is
more efficient in handling a high volume of datasets over a scaled distributed
cluster.
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Figure 5.11: Overall time taken by 1 worker node
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Figure 5.12: Overall time taken by 18 worker nodes
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5.8 API Retrieval
Accessing the files from storage based on a specific set of values ef-
ficiently was one of the objectives for working on MITRA. After efficiently
generating a database for given files we compared the time taken to retrieve a
specific set of files based on the range of values of specific variables which may
have been processed to be stored in the database or not.
As we can observe in the given table the values represented are of
when if a set of files is requested based on the range of values a set of JSON
values is returned following the condition. We compared the performance for
database generated using MITRA approach and database generated using the
Naive approach. For both the Databases we also tested the time taken to
process when a certain variable is present in the database while processing for
phase 2. We can see the time taken to return the list of paths for fetching
is similar in both databases. The naive approach is a little efficient because
it has one simple table. But when the files requested a certain variable that
was not extracted during phase 2. The API request in such case would verify
for all the files processing the metadata. In this case, MITRA performs more
efficiently. As it does a schema-based dis-aggregation of files so when it has
to access all the files we can shortlist the files containing the variable from
the table storing the schemas. Whereas in the naive approach there is no
schema-based classification which results in scanning all the given files.
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Field present in Database Field not present in Database
MITRA DB 0.0552 s 157.3649 s
Naive DB 0.0496 s 205.7323 s
Table 5.7: Analysis for API value retrieval
5.9 File Tree Generation
As discussed in the above sections, we generate a Tree based on heuristic
values containing directories as non-leaf nodes and files as leaf nodes. In this
evaluation, we have analyzed the performance of time taken to generate file
Tree in order to verify if it is causing any overheads with an increasing number
of files and relative time taken. The table and chart below shows the best time
taken for up to 1 million files. for generating a heuristic-based tree on multiple
levels and chunkifying it based on the number of clients present.
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In order to describe a present system performing closer to the straight-
forward naive approach. We discovered multiple points where optimizations
were possible in the approach to address the design goals. the significant op-
timizations that improved the performance of the system on a large scale are
discussed below.
6.1 Heuristic File Tree generation
Heuristic File Tree is one of the core components in our system as it
acts as a load balancer for the cluster and helps us in maximum utilization of
the resources. As discussed in the design goals this file tree has a function to
custom define the heuristic value to distribute load and to custom assign the
value the tree needs to crawl through the entire file stack and create a tree data
structure of it’s own. After this tree is created it can be further distributed in
chunks to be distributed among the client nodes to process the assigned files
respectively in batches based on the capacity of each client node.
The initial approach we used to generate this file tree was a recursive
approach in which the control of the program would crawl to every directory
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and files in a depth-first search pattern and keep track of recursive traveling
and construct the tree side by side. Once the tree generation was complete
it would traverse the entire tree again in the bottom-up approach and assign
heuristic values to every non-leaf node. After assigning the heuristic values
based on the contents the chunks were generated for distribution requiring
partial top-down traversal of the tree. The entire approach was sequentially
performed by single-core as well. The python library used in this approach
was os.listdir() to recursively process every directory. The overall time taken
to generate a tree using this approach was significantly high which we realized
later as we performed evaluations for bigger datasets.
To optimize this approach, We updated the approach from a recur-
sive approach to an iterative approach. Instead of using os.listdir() library
recursively we switched to os.scandir() and fetched a list of all existing files
and directories. After generating the list we distributed the list to multiple
cores present on the server to process the list and generate a tree. In above
experiments as we were using the same server for database access, we used 2
cores less than the total number of cores present allowing one core for database
access and one core for other system regular activities. So, if the cluster had
12 virtual cores we used 10 threads to process the file list on 10 virtual cores.
When the list was distributed among multiple threads we had to set the tree as
a shared data structure and as multiple threads might be accessing the tree the
race conditions were also managed to avoid dirty reads and writes on the tree.
The total count of files was verified in the database after every iteration of ex-
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Task 20K files 2M files
os.listdir() os.scandir() os.listdir() os.scandir()
Crawl through
files
0.00828 s 0.00044 s 12.41237 s 0.00077 s
Generate list of
files




10.86172 s 0.22656 s Unknown
(48 hrs+)
455.31923 s
Total time taken 11.09 s 0.28 s Unknown 470 s
Table 6.1: Analysis of two approach for file tree generation
periments from 400 to 2 Million files given to the system. To further improve
this model because we were maintaining the race conditions on a shared data
structure it was also possible to keep on updating the heuristic value of the
tree while generation so two passes can be completed in the same pass. These
optimizations helped us generate the desired tree much efficiently compared to
the previous approach. After the generation of the tree with heuristic values,
the second pass was to distribute it in chunks by partial top-down traversal
which was the same as the earlier approach.
When we profiled both approaches for two corner datasets of 20 thou-
sand files and 2 Million files the results were seen as follows after optimization.
As we can see the performance optimization to crawl through the file
system and generate a simple list of files shows a significant improvement and
the iterative approach with parallelization is much more efficient compared to
previous sequential processing of files.
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6.2 Overall Flow of the System
Heuristic file tree generation was the first step for the system to start.
After Optimizing the file tree generation we found a significant optimization
on the overall control flow of the system. As discussed in the above chapters
our system is based on Server-Client architecture. The division of tasks and
communication is also important to optimally utilize the hardware and keep
network traffic to a minimum.
As we can see in the initial flow after Phase 1 ends task of the server is
just to read the der schemas and distribute them to the clients. Since when this
was designed the design was in nascent stages so der schemas were assigned
linearly to available clients and those client nodes were responsible to insert
those schemas into the database, map them to respective gen schema tables,
generate file list for selected gen schemas only and then fetch and process them.
So, If there are 50K files to be processed, 18 client nodes and 2 der schemas
to be processed 2 clients are assigned one schema each, and the rest of the
processing is left to only 2 client nodes respectively for files of each der schema.
In the Later approach as we can see the distribution was made more
evenly distributed. In this design also the server was responsible to read
der schemas but it was also responsible to insert them into the database and
clients will map them to respective gen schemas. After this server will generate
the total list of files to be processed and distribute it evenly for available
client nodes. So, If there are 50K files to be processed, 18 client nodes and
2 der schemas to be processed server will generate and distribute-list of 50K
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(a) Initial System Design (b) Final System Design
Figure 6.1: Overall system flow and server-client communication of MITRA.
files to be processed and all 18 nodes will be assigned files respectively. By this
approach the We can better use the 18 client nodes by a little coordination
from the server node.
6.3 Client node Optimization
While trying to understand the performance of the system for different
datasets and different conditions We observed that the performance of our
client node was taking a significant amount of time compared to the Naive
approach node. When we profiled the performance for both the nodes we ob-
served that our client had more tasks to perform in order to complete phase 1.
As our node supported more than one file format such as .h5, .nc4, .csv, and
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Approach Fetch Header Insert to Database Map Schema Total Time
MITRA
(Serial)
34 s 39 s 64 s 137 s
MITRA
(Parallelized)
20 s 70 s 74 s 74 s
Naive
Approach
33 s 25 s - 58 s
Table 6.2: Analysis of client node approaches
more at the same time whereas Naive supported only one file format so the pro-
cessing pipeline and database management was more complex. Also, because
of scalability feature coordination between server-client nodes and processing
was creating heavy overheads. In order to optimize the performance of our
client nodes, we switched to a multi-processing model. As discussed in Phase-1
discussion in earlier chapters. We have 3 primary tasks Fetching header from
storage and reading metadata, Inserting metadata to the database, and map-
ping schema of each file in the chain of tables. For optimizing these 3 tasks in
a single client node we have launched separate processes to handle each task
executed in a pipeline model. There are Two queues present in between 3
processes for parallel pipeline execution as soon as every file is processed by
one process. By this approach, we were able to see significant improvement in
performance. The time taken by each stage of the multi-processed model is
the total time taken to complete the process. As all 3 processes start at the
same time for total time we have considered the longest-running process. In
the table below we have profiled time taken by both approaches for dataset
size of 1200 files of 800 GB for a single client node.
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6.4 Database Management Optimization
As we are maintaining the metadata storage and index in a relational
database management system. Database operations and management play a
significant role in overall system performance. The Database storage and ac-
cess through the system are also flexible to update table structure in real-time
in case of new data field discovery or manipulation because of this processing
and generating automated queries creates significant overhead. In order to op-
timize the overhead formed by these operations, we studied the time taken for
our system to access the database and we observed the most of the time was
taken by insert the operation carried during phase 1 to insert the metadata
and file access info across the chain of tables. To improve the time taken to
insert the metadata we switched the approach from using INSERT queries to
COPY TO queries. These queries are used to insert bulk data from files to the
database in the most efficient way possible. To ease the insertion we formed in
memory tabular storage structure to hold the data that is to be inserted into
the database using COPY TO queries. After switching to this approach we
observed significant improvement in the time taken by the client node to insert
the data into the database. Considering the time taken to handle and update
in-memory tabular data structure and database interaction time COPY TO
approach still performed better compared to the INSERT approach. In the
table below we have analyzed the time taken by both approaches for a dataset
size of 400 GB for a single client node.
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No. of Files INSERT Approach COPY TO Approach
800 120 s 117 s
20480 1341 s 1060 s




In this thesis, we introduced MITRA, which is a distributed processing
architecture to efficiently manage high volume scientific datasets for archival
storage. This system enables traditional POSIX file systems to be more acces-
sible and efficiently managed. We displayed that the performance of MITRA is
better than the naive approach made to address the problem to generate meta-
data and manage a tabular index for easy access of files. Apart from that it
also supports multiple file formats and flexible database schema management.
Our research has focused on providing a solution for scientific data
user communities. Since in scientific research communities various file formats
are used to store and exchange data and observations it becomes difficult to
process that data later as contemporary systems do not provide support for
effective indexing of data from all the file formats. MITRA has an interface
comprising of four methods that can be implemented to allow processing of
any custom file format for indexing its metadata and generate more metadata
from the contents. MITRA is modeled on client-server architecture. Which
enables utilization of sockets and multi-threading for effective management
of message communications, data transfer, and concurrent processing over a
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scaled distributed computing cluster. In our analysis, we observed that when
scalability of MITRA is compared to the traditional naive approach, the strate-
gies used by MITRA show significantly improved performance over traditional
approaches. Also, when MITRA was tested against growing processing loads
the execution time increased linearly with the increase in processing load. The
heuristic tree-structured load balancer ensures that the composition of work-
load is balanced based on the computational strength of every client node.
Batch processing allows every client node to receive batches of workload as-
signments based on the hardware configuration of every node. This ensures
balanced distribution and optimum performance even on heterogeneous com-
putation frames. Relational database index optimizes the lookup time to map
file access information. MITRA has automatized database management for
smooth insertion and updation of data to the database while performing in-
gestion of metadata. MITRA also manages to alter tables dynamically to
allow strict Relational databases to be utilized flexibly. MITRA can also han-
dle multi-level key-value paired metadata by converting it to a two-dimensional
data structure and store it in the database with other metadata.
7.1 Future Work
Based on the results, remarks, and limitations of the research, there
are still a few points that can be improved in the future to make the system
overall more optimal and more user-friendly.
In terms of the failure of some components the ability of the system to
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recover from the loss and reorganize itself to continue the execution is still a
limitation. for instance if a client node drops then right now there is no way
to relocate the file of that client to other nodes. similarly if one of the server’s
drop then the ability to replace the server and continuing the execution. Even
the communication happening between server nodes and client nodes if one
the message or data packet is corrupted then in place of crashing the ability
to re-request and resend the information can be developed to make the system
more reliable.
Besides, reliability optimization the API server also needs to accommo-
date multiple requests and simultaneous processing in order to serve multiple
scientific data users for the same archival storage. Currently, the API server
present is a single-process server that can at most utilize one core to respond to
the query of the user. As well as certain in-memory databases can be used to
respond swiftly with queries containing the data from previous queries saving
the time to scan certain parts of the database.
Apart from the API server, we could also add real-time data analytics
functions. For instance, while constructing the heuristic tree if we have past
data of time take to process each file based on extension, size, depth of hierar-
chy, and other factors then for future runs the weight of the heuristics can be
handled accordingly for more balanced distribution. The phase to metadata
generation system can be made some more flexible to understand and process
the metadata. For instance, if two fields are ’temp’ and ’temperature’ then
instead of creating two separate columns it can merge them in the same col-
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umn by adding an alias for both to access later. Similarly if for a specific a
certain function is always performed like getting a range of coordinates, range
of temperature values, mean of wind speed for majority .csv files containing
those attributes. Then to making them variables of interest and generating
those metadata for the rest of the .csv files as well containing those attributes.
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